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Abstract
Hashimoto encephalopathy (HE), also known as steroid-responsive encephalopathy associated with
autoimmune thyroiditis (SREAT), is a rare type of autoimmune encephalitis that typically presents with
cognitive and neuropsychiatric symptoms that resolve with steroids. Positive neuroimaging findings of HE
are rarely reported in the literature. We present two cases of HE with abnormal MRI findings, including
signal abnormalities in the claustrum, cerebral white matter, and mesial temporal lobes. HE and other forms
of autoimmune encephalopathies can often be misdiagnosed as viral encephalopathies. As such detection of
subtle neuroimaging findings in the context of suspicious clinical history should prompt further
investigations to ensure accurate and timely diagnosis.
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Introduction
Hashimoto encephalopathy (HE), typically presents with a range of symptoms such as cognitive impairment,
convulsions, confusion, speech disorder, and delusions [1,2]. HE is associated with the presence of anti-
thyroid peroxidase (TPO) and/or anti-thyroglobulin antibodies, and clinical improvement with steroid and
immunotherapy is often seen [2-5]. Existing literature on MRI findings of HE reports predominantly normal
findings or non-specific white matter changes and infrequently mesial temporal involvement [1,3,4,6,7]. We
present two cases of HE with abnormal MRI findings, with some features of this entity not previously
described in the literature. High suspicion for HE needs to be maintained when presented with this spectrum
of neuroimaging findings to prompt further clinical investigations and to ensure appropriate treatment [1].

Case Presentation
Case 1
A 20-year-old previously healthy female presented with years of nonspecific neurologic symptoms that
worsened in the last three to four months including headache, confusion, incoherent speech, and memory
difficulties. She was admitted for empiric acyclovir with the suspicion of herpes encephalitis. CT head, CT
angiography (CTA), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis were all negative. Electroencephalogram (EEG)
showed left-sided focal slowing without epileptiform discharges. MRI brain (Figure 1A-1E) revealed diffuse
brain volume loss out of proportion for age, and ill-defined bilateral confluent white matter hyperintensities
in bilateral parietal lobes and periatrial regions on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and T2-
weighted images. There was also asymmetric FLAIR hyperintensity of the left mesial temporal lobe with
associated reduced diffusion. Ultimately, she was discharged after some clinical improvement without a
formal diagnosis.
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FIGURE 1: Axial FLAIR images at presentation and two months later
Axial FLAIR images at presentation (A-E). There is diffuse brain volume loss out of proportion for age, with ill-
defined confluent white matter hyperintensities in bilateral parietal lobes and periatrial regions. The
subcortical U-fibers are preserved. There is also asymmetric FLAIR hyperintensity of the left mesial temporal
lobe (D) with associated reduced diffusion (E). Axial FLAIR image two months later (F) demonstrate the
progression of left mesial temporal atrophy, with a resolution of reduced diffusion (not shown). FLAIR: fluid-
attenuated inversion recovery.

She presented again two months later with a two-day history of confusion and a tonic-clonic seizure. CSF
analysis and CT head were once again negative. New MRI demonstrated resolution of FLAIR hyperintensity
in the left mesial temporal lobe, although with progressed atrophy in this region (Figure 1F). Bloodwork was
negative for anti-N-methyl-d-aspartate (anti-NMDA) receptor antibodies and other paraneoplastic
antibodies (anti-hu, anti-ma, anti-CV2/CRMP5, etc.). Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH; 2.54 mIU/L), free
T4 (20 pmol/L), T3 (4.5 pmol/L), and anti-TPO antibodies (<10 kIU/L) were all within normal limits. However,
antithyroglobulin (266 kIU/L) was elevated and as such a presumptive diagnosis of anti-TPO encephalitis
was made. The patient subsequently received 1 g of IV methylprednisolone daily for five days which was
later tapered over 16 days to prednisone 60 mg by discharge.

The patient experienced clinical improvement of acute clinical symptoms upon treatment and subsequently
discharged. Unfortunately, her symptoms of seizures and confusion recurred four months later and she is
currently on levetiracetam and mycophenolate therapy, with clinical stability.

Case 2
A 21-year-old previously healthy female presented with a one-day history of confusion, impaired memory,
loss of consciousness, and tonic-clonic seizures. CSF analysis was only significant for mild lymphocytic
pleocytosis. Viral encephalitis was suspected and she was started on empiric antivirals and levetiracetam for
seizures. CSF was ultimately negative for the herpes simplex virus (HSV). An initial CT head was negative,
and an EEG showed potentially epileptogenic activity in right central and temporal recordings. MRI (Figure
2A-2E) demonstrated symmetric signal abnormalities in the bilateral claustrum, as well as the right mesial
temporal lobe. 
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FIGURE 2: Axial T2-weighted and FLAIR images at presentation and
three months later
Axial T2-weighted (A) and FLAIR (B, C) images demonstrate bilateral claustral hyperintensities (arrows), and
asymmetric hyperintensity of the right mesial temporal lobe (arrowhead). FLAIR images three months later (D,
E) showed normalization of claustral and mesial temporal lobe signals. FLAIR: fluid-attenuated inversion
recovery.

Antinuclear antibody (ANA), c-antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (c-ANCA), and p-antineutrophil
cytoplasmic antibody (p-ANCA) were negative. TSH was low at 0.31 mIU/L and free T4 and T3 were 14
pmol/L and 2.6 pmol/L, respectively. Anti-TPO and antithyroglobulin (Tg) antibodies were elevated at 163
kIU/L and TgAb 338 kIU/L, respectively, and a presumptive diagnosis of HE was made. The patient was
started on 1 g of IV methylprednisolone as well as one dose of IVIG. There was a significant clinical
improvement by day 10 of treatment and she was discharged on 60 mg prednisone. Her speech and
cognition returned to near baseline three months later, with follow-up MRI demonstrating almost complete
interval resolution of the claustral and right hippocampal signal abnormalities.

Discussion
We present two cases of HE with positive MRI findings before and after treatment with steroid therapy. The
first case displayed diffuse volume loss and bilateral confluent white matter hyperintensities, which
persisted post-steroid therapy despite clinical improvement. Consequently, the imaging findings likely
reflect prolonged brain inflammation secondary to undiagnosed long-standing anti-TPO autoimmune
encephalitis. The second case demonstrated reversible bilateral claustral hypersignal, a finding not
previously described in HE but has been described in autoimmune encephalitis (AE) [8].

The clinical diagnosis of HE is made by clinical findings of encephalopathy, and abnormal elevation of
thyroid antibodies, including antithyroglobulin or anti-TPO, the latter of which is elevated in almost all
cases [9]. Titers of plasma antithyroid antibodies do not correlate well with the severity of encephalopathy
and may remain elevated after treatment and clinical improvement [5]. Furthermore, over 40% of reported
cases of HE are euthyroid at the time of diagnosis (as seen in both our patients), although most have or
develop Hashimoto’s thyroiditis [10].

Existing literature demonstrates the variable nature of HE with regards to neuroimaging findings
[1,3,4,6,7,11,12]. Castillo et al. found abnormal diffuse white matter signal abnormalities in 4/19 (26%)
patients with a clinical diagnosis of HE [1] out of proportion for age. Matsunaga et al. presented 5/12 HE
patients with non-restricting diffuse white matter hyperintensities, a few of which fluctuated with clinical
disease course [4]. More punctate diffusion restricting white matter lesions have also been described in
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acute presentations of HE in patients without cerebrovascular risk factors, and suggest underlying
inflammatory vasculitic phenomenon causing cytotoxic microvascular ischemia [4,13]. In general, diffuse
white matter changes in relatively young patients suggest a cause other than chronic ischemic changes and
have a differential diagnosis including autoimmune encephalitis, cerebral vasculitis, neurodegenerative
diseases, and slow viral infections such as subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE).

The presence of reversible claustral signal abnormalities in the second patient has been reported in the
context of AE. Steriade et al. presented four patients with autoimmune epilepsy and/or encephalitis with
significant claustral FLAIR hyperintensities that normalized despite the persistence of epilepsy [8]. One
proposed hypothesis for claustral involvement is that the claustrum serves as a connection point between
epileptogenic cortices within the limbic system which are activated in autoimmune encephalitis [8,14]. Both
our cases also had mesial temporal signal abnormalities that resolved on a follow-up MRI scan. The mesial
temporal lobe is known to be involved in AE [15], and more specifically in HE patients who experienced
seizures [11,12]. As many AE and HE patients often present with seizures, it is unclear if the mesial temporal
findings are due to chronic inflammation or peri-ictal state.

Other imaging manifestations of HE not seen in our cases include reversible cytotoxic lesion of the corpus
callosum splenium, and acute ischemic changes involving grey matter [16,17]. Chen et al. showed a case of
multifocal acute infarction involving bilateral caudate nuclei, frontal lobes, and internal capsule; and Song
et al. described a patient with basal ganglia ischemia [17,18]. The underlying pathophysiology for these
findings remains unclear but presumed due to an inflammatory vasculitic process.

A defining characteristic of HE is the reversibility with immunosuppressive therapy [2,4,5], which has been
shown to resolve acute neuroimaging abnormalities [1,4,16] along with clinical symptoms. Early diagnosis
and intervention improve clinical and imaging outcomes, and clinical relapse has been shown to correlate
with imaging exacerbation [4,17]. First-line therapy is corticosteroids with approximately 50% of cases being
completely responsive [9]. A small subset of patients who are steroid-resistant may require additional
therapy with other immunosuppressive medications such as mycophenolate, or treatment with plasma
exchange and IVIG. Levetiracetam has also been shown to be an effective treatment for HE due to its anti-
seizure and anti-inflammatory effects [19] and was used successfully in our first patient who became
resistant to steroid therapy.

Castillo et al. also found that HE was misdiagnosed in all 20 of the patients they studied [1]. Viral
encephalitis was the most common misdiagnosis they found (5/20). In both cases presented here, viral
encephalitis was initially suspected, and both patients were treated with antivirals. Oyanguren et al. found
that herpes encephalitis was more likely to show MRI abnormalities than AE (100% to 60%). Furthermore,
they found that when the temporal lobe is involved, herpes encephalitis demonstrated diffuse involvement,
whereas temporal lobe abnormalities in AE patients often localized to the mesial region [15]. Though it is
vital to empirically treat suspected cases of viral encephalitis, HE should be kept on the differential
especially if CSF is negative or deemed unlikely for an infectious cause.

Conclusions
There is a wide range of reported neuroimaging abnormalities in HE. We present two cases of HE that
demonstrate this fluctuation and variability. HE is often misdiagnosed and can be mistaken for other
autoimmune encephalitides or viral encephalitis. As such it is important to understand the neuroimaging
features that can potentially differentiate these entities. MRI is valuable in the setting of this disease not
just for diagnosis but to evaluate evolution and resolution of the abnormalities.
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